We describe work on the wsualization of blbhographic data and, to md in this task, the application of numerical techmques for multidimensional scaling.
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Background
The work described in thn paper draws upon techniques from several areas, including information retrieval, numencal ophmizatlon and computational physics. These techniques are combined in order to form a prototype system for the graphically-based exploration of a complex irrformation space. In short, this work explores the wabdity of the concept that one can use particles m 3-space to represent documents m 'mformatlon space', and can set up rules of physical behaviour for these particles (e.g. force and motion) which are driven by the documents' characteristics. These rules are chosen in order to make of spatial proximity approximate thematic sirmlanty. ThM metaphor is used to interpret word-based information using the everyday phenomena of spatial position and colour. The following Sub- sections describe the basic concepts underlying this work.
Numerical Techniques for Structuring Data
Most of the work done on the graphical exploration of complex information spaces has been in the realm of Scientific
Vnuahzation [McCormick 87 ]. These techniques have been developed for fields such as physics, engineering, aerodynanncs and chemistry. In a manner complementary to more tractional analytic approaches to the treatment of data, vnualization gains lts power by drawing upon our everyday cognitive skills. The accent is on prowding the user with the opportunity to discern interesting features in the analysed information. This 1s most straightforward when the data to be explored M of low dlmensionaht y and has a regular or well-structured domain. Shghtly higher levels of chmenslonality -beyond the three used for spatial position -are often tackled by employing features SLICh as colour and texture. More recently, attempts have been made to embed 3-dimensional coordinate systems within others [Femer 90 ].
Such images become increasingly complex as further dimensions are employed. Ultimately one must either restrict the number of dimensions considered, or one must map some number of these dimensions onto a lower, more tractable number. The latter approach is the basis of several techniques in Multlvariate Analysis including multldlmenslonat sca.lmg (MDS). As descrtbed in [Chatield 80], MDS is "a term used to describe any procedure which starts with the 'distances' between a set of points (or individuals or objects) and finds a configuration of the points, preferably in a smaller number of dimensions, usually 2 or 3." Such a configuration may then afford the graphically-based, exploratory styles of manipulation usually reserved for lowerdirnensional data.
Standard techmques for MDS usually involve an eigenvector analysis of an n x n matrix, where n is the number of points to be configured. This 0(n3) analyhc procedure generates the requmed configuration of points m a single step, but changes or addnions to the set of points require re-execution of the entire analysis. As mentioned by Chatfield & Colhns with regard to a special case of MDS, ordinal scaling, one can treat the configuration task as an optimization problem. This has allowed the mtroduchon of lteratlve numencal techniques such as the steepest descent method
Press 88].
Steepest descent models a fanuliar physicaJ situation, where objects respond to the forces upon them by movmg down the local gradient towards states of lower energy. As an example, a ball on a slope rolls downhill. The method therefore has an intuitive appeal, especially when the simulation N to be graphically presented to people wlshmg to maintain some mental model of the dynmmcs of their data. One problem of steepest descent n that it maybe unable to chrnb out of a local minimum. The points become stuck in a configuration which dmallows progress towards a 'better' configuration. A rock on a lnllside may obstruct a ball rolling down mto a valley.
One technique suited to such situations draws upon a process for hardening metals known as annealing. Metal can be raised to a high temperature where its consltuent atoms can move relatively freely: It melts. By gradually cooling the Iiquld, the atoms have time to move towards crystal lattice positions of low energy. The thermal mobility of atoms can allow escape from local rnimma. As the temperature N lowered and mobility decreases, the probability of such escapes decreases. Gradual coohng leads to the configuration of minimum energy i.e. the optnnal state.
Applying these principles to numerical optimization led to the Metropolis algorithm for simulated armeahng [Metropolis 53] . This requires away of describing possible configurations (e.g. the spahal position of points), a method of generating random changes in the configuration (e.g. perturbation of position), an objective function, analogous to energy, whose minimization is the goal of the procedure (e.g. the error between the actual and desmd inter-point dntances), and finally a control parameter analogous to temperature, in tandem with a schedule for its reduction.
As the schedule progresses, random changes m configuration are successively generated. Relevance searches usually return a ranked hst of documents, with little information as to how each is related to each other or how each N placed in the overall structure of the corpus. Information Retrieval systems tend to give a localised view of data, and there is scarcity of tools avadable to explore relationship of local characteristics to global patterns.
To some degree an excephon to this lack of displayed contextual information is given m a paper on the use of singular value decomposition (SVD) to the orgarusation of documents [Dumais 88]. The i3UthOrS used SVD to decompose high-dimensional mformatlon on documents into a lowerorder representation of about 50 to 150 dimensions. The examples m the paper used a very small database whose approximate structure was presented in two dimensions. The associated ease of mterpretatlon was not extended to larger bodies of information: instead the lower dmlenslonality was used to allow faster database operations. While SVD is very stable, it is a moderately expensive one-step aualytlcal process. Also, it is sensitive to numencal rounding inaccuracies [Press 88 ].
In partitioning a corpus into clusters of similar documents, lower dimensionality means rougher representation of document relationships but cheaper access and rnampulation.
One can consider, then, choosing to accept progressively more approximate representations of a corpus as one decreases the dimensionality of the space used. The benefits will be in ease of access and an increasing approach towards the levels of dimenslonality we are familiar with in the everyday physical world.
Using Forces to Create Structure
Physically-based modelling, for the purposes of ammation and simulation, has grown by drawing upon mathematical techniques relevant to the physics of motion and deformation Vitkin 9 1].
The Eehaviour of a body of matter can be considered as the aggregate of the behaviors of its constituent particles. Features such as elasticity and fracture can be derived from the many interactions at a finer level of detail. Ultimately one becomes grounded in particle dynamics, at the expense of having to consider the many interactions of the particles making up a scene. Potentially, all N particles can lead to N(N -1) pairwise interactions. This N-body problem 1s pxtlcularly well-known in computational physics where interactions due to grawtational or Coulombic fields are often of exactly this 0(N2) complexity. All these methods employ the principle of superposition whereby the potential field due to a cluster of particles within a given region of space can be approximated by a single 'metapartlcle' which is the aggregate of the cluster. The modelled space is subdivided into a tree of voxels containing clusters of particles, each region hawng lts own metaparticle (see Figure 1) .
The position of a metapartlcle N at the centre of mass of the set of particles inside the voxel, If each particle N defined as having unit mass, then a metaparticles' mass N the number of particles in Its voxel. In calculating the forces acting upon any particular particle, the effects of other particles can be approximated by using progressively larger metapartlcles (i.e. higher nodes m the tree) as one considers progresswely more distant particles. Such algorithms make more tractable simulations revolving potential fields and forces, They aid the modelling of complex dynamics where, from little a priori positional information, the forces between particles lead to the emergence of structures and patterns m the modelled data.
Combining Concepts
The genenc nature of the dlscretlzatlon at the basis of fast N-body techniques can be apphed to Information Retrieval. We associate documents with particles m space, and use two concepts to underpin this work: a cluster of such hybrid objects can be represented by a metapmticle, and when comparing particles, the difference between the actual 'geometric' distance and the desired 'document' distance can be used as the basis for a potenhal field.
We use a model of a damped spring in order to generate forces of attraction and repulsion between particles. When particles are too close the spring pushes them apart, and when they are too far apart they are drawn tow ards each other. In each case the spring works to regain its 'rest distance' which we use as a metaphor for the document distance. We use hierarchical spatial subdiwsion in order to speed up the calculation of the interactions between the full set of particles. We also use the hierarchy to form document clusters, using addition and normailization of term vectors.
The raw data we have been using 1s drawn from the HCI The overall force F. on a particle a is the sum of the forces arlsmg from all such palrwlse mteractlons with the other particles m D. Note that FPa = -Fa@.
We use a 3-D tree to hlerarclncally subchwde the space mto which particles are placed. We mamtam a metaparhcle foleach node m the tree, consisting of a particle position, a mass, and a term vector. We use document distances to metaparhcles to recurswely descend the tree m an effort to insert a new document near to simdar documents. We maintam a maximum number of particles inside each leaf node -usually 10 -and spht a leaf when that knit is reached.
In splitting voxeis we try to find an axis and coordinate with which to split the number of parhcles as evenly as possible.
Finally, we iteratively use fourth-order adaptive RungeKutta m applying either a simulated anneahng step or a steepest descent step to the palllcle system. In this way we attempt to minimize the unbalanced force on each particle.In tins way we try to find positions where the often-conflicting demands for proximity reach the best avadable compromise.
While looking at the maximum unbalanced force on any particle in the system is one useful measure of progress, we have also found it informative to look at the residual sum of squares. Analogous to the mechanical stress of the spring system and denoted here as~, this metric is built up by examunng each pau of particles a and~. We compare geometric distance gab and document distance dab:
The 'Ideal' value for S N zero. This is difficult to achieve, as It N unlikely that the low dimensionality of the modelled space w1ll afford a 'perfect' configuration.
We assume that an' acceptable' configuration has been reached when continued iteration produces roughly constant levels of stress and maximum force. One must bear in mind, however, that there is always some chance that the gradual motion of particles may slip and slide the configuration over the edge of some local minimum or plateau of energy. New additions to the set of pamcles as well as the stochastic nature of the cooling process may lead to such an event. Note also that like any such stochastically-produced result, the configuration achieved may vary if different orders of addition or different starting positions are used. Lastly, there is always some chance of there being more than one stable configuration, but damping can be used to avoid infinite oscillation between such states.
Lessons from Early Experiments
In early trials of the particle engine, we noticed a problem with the accuracy of our N-body approxmlation. This evinced itself m an overall drifting of the cluster of particles i.e. even though only internal forces were being modelled, the centre of mass of the system gradually moved.
A basic assumption of the family of N-body approximations 1sthat the farther away in space one goes from a parhcle, the larger the metaparticle can be used when performing force calculations. In our tree usage, however, there was occasionally a dispruity between geometric distances of particles and the length of the path between them over the tree structure. Refernng back to Figure 1 , a particle in leaf B may be geometrically very close to a particle in E, but is relatively far from it m the tree.
In order to address this we changed to an algorithm which works outward, in spatial terms, from each leaf node and takes into account the geometric distance to each neighboring node before accepting a metaparhcle as a good approximation.
Another concern arising from early experiments related to the way that a large amount of work was being dmected towards making all pairs of unrelated particles be a precise distance apart. Enforcing this precision seemed to be a less significant or informative constraint, and therefore we changed the rule invoking force calculations. Now, unrelated particles only interact with each other when their geometric distance is less than the document distance signifying unrelatedness. It N possible that this rule can lead to oscillation, but we decided that the Iikehhood was low enough and the benefits large enough to warrant the asymmetric rute.
One of the most significant issues in aiding performance N the choice of the schedule for reducing the modelied 'temperature' of the system, and we are starting to experiment with various schedules and also a simple faclht y for manually 'kicking' the temperature up by a mulhphcatlve factor.
Another issue is how one adds parhcles to the simulation.
Setting off with all N particles ramdomly positioned within the root voxel is inefficient and unstable: instead one gains an advantage by using the ongoing structuring of the space. We start with just a handful of particles, and alternate between performmg one or more steps of the particle engine and adding m new particles. As the structure of the particle system develops we are better able to use the tree of metapartlcles to place new particles near to 'relevant' neighbors. Currently we take m at most~N new particles at each lterahon, and we are expenrnenting with performing multlple iterations between such additions.
The present system brings down the stress S of 301 particles to approximately 0.3. With 100 particles this value 1s approximately halved. On a Sun SPARCstation 2, an annealing step takes around 18 minutes for 100 particles, 90 minutes for 200, and 150 mmutes for 301. While this growth is well below O(NZ), these times are stall h@. Document distances are recalculated at every step, and so the most immediate and fnutftd adjustment is hkel y to be the construction of a table of particle-patilcle document distances. The initial cost of calculation would be amortized over subsequent iterations, Space might become an issue as the size of the database grew, but the present experimental system could comfortably store all the particle-particle distances. Metaparhcle distances might also be woven In to such a scheme, but their vanablht y nnght reduce excessive costs.
In the longer term, full-text comparisons will be used, and lt would seem necessary to move towards experimentation with a larger-scale corpus and more soplushcated text analyses. Rather than budd the requl.wte tools locally, it is more hkely that mtegratlon with some of the tools of Xerox PARC's Natural Language Theory and Technology group will occur [Cutting 91].
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System Architecture
Bead is made LIp of a number of processes, all of which execute in parallel and communicate by means of the facihtles provided by the 1s1sDistributed Programnnng Toolkit [Buman 87] . Figure 2 , below, sketches out thes ystem. iiNewDocs). Often a process will obtain information for Its own group by sending a request for a multicast e.g. a pew obtains new articles to work on by sending a message (shown as a black arrow) to iiNewDocs. A member of that group acts upon the message by multlcastmg the required information to all members of world (grey arrow). Computed particle positions are sent by pew to iiWorld, where each grid dmplays a 3D wew. A user can zoom in on a chosen subset of particles, whose IDs can be passed on to a namer which outputs more verbose information to a termmal.
The essential numerical calculations of the 'particle engme' are performed by a process called pew. It obtains mfornlation on articles by communicating with the db process (or processes). By joining a group and so receiving messages, a db declares and makes active an interest in new documents: hence the group name iiNewDocs.
At any time, a newDocs process can be used to read a file and send reformation to this group.
The particle engine creates the configuration in 3D which represents the model led corpus. Once the configuration is stable, interactive visualization and exploration of the corpus can begin. This N done by runmng one or more tools m parallel with the engme, and having them connected so as to build up the requued description of browsed documents.
For each particle, the corresponding posltlon and velocity (and also a colour) are sent to the group of processes winch has declared an interest in this 'world'. A number of grid processes cam join this group and each display a wew of the scene. By default the grid viewer shows three orthogonal plots (m XY, X2 and YZ) as well as an animated perspective view as seen from a point of view rotating around the centre of mass.
One way of exploring the particle world is to ask the pew processes to make dmplayable the distribution of a chosen set of query words. A search process reads m the words and sends the appropriate message. Each particle n then given a colour according to its document distance from the query, and the resulting shading reformation N sent on to ii Wor/d e.g. Figure 3 .
FIGURE 3.
A view of the main cluster of documents with a search done on the keywords "mforrnatlon retrieval". From thm current point of wew one can see a number of matches e.g. article IDs 139, 67, etc. which might be suitable for zooming in on. Note that matching articles are not in a tight cluster but are mixed through the corpus of HCI-related articles.
One can zoom m on a chosen particle m order to see neighboring particles and how they relate to each other. An adjustable radius defines a' sphere of interest' centred at the chosen particle. Thn is used to frame a more confined region of space for display. Also, particles outside the sphere have their colour reduced in intensity slightly so as to allow their patterns and proxlmlty to be noticeable without being mlposmg e.g. The remammg 'interesting' particles can also have theu IDs sent off to a group (specified individually for each grid) where it is expected a namer will exnt. A namer hstens for sets of particle IDs, and by communicating with the iiNewDocs group obtains information on the ongmal articles e.g. the title, authors, source and date of publication, and the keyword list. These details are printed out to the terminal but can also be logged for later perusal. A command-line version of this program, whatis, provides a simple tool for checking on any document id.
The architecture is intended to support varying configurations and extensions to the system e.g. lt should be possible to spht the workload of the 'parhcle engine' between more than one pew process. Also one can combme different types of processes within a group e.g. a new graphical application with an interest m the particle world might j oin iilVorld without necessitating modifications to pew or grid. Generally, flexlbihty of construction makes it easier to integrate and experiment with a greater vanet y of viewers, filters and loggers independently of the basic data-generating system core.
Conclusion
The geometrically-represented document space offers a means for providing users for a 'naturalistic' model of document relationships. The interactive visualization and navigation of the space becomes a means to browse amd explore the corpus. This veers slightly away from systems whose aim is more to support retrieval of some small set of relevant items in the corpus which match predetermined characterstics.
We are stall budding up experience with the present system and makmg basic improvements and addltlons. As this work progresses, we will be better able to assess whereto concen- 
